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El Croquis 215/216: Álvaro Siza (2015-2022)
El Croquis El Escorial 2022-08-01
ISBN 9788412532302
$ 102.65* -- Idea Code 22445
The magazine profiles Alvaro Siza’s recent work in this special edition. Featuring projects since
2015, it underlines why the Portuguese architect remains one of the most respected designers
today. A variety of typologies and scales are covered, from extremely compact works such as the
Clay Pavilion for teaching local earthenware techniques in Oaxaca (Mexico), a chapel in Miljana
(Croatia) as part of a farmhouse restoration project, and an observation tower with lookout post in
the Portuguese mountains, to prominent works like the Huamao Museum of Art Education (China)
and the Gramaxo Foundation Headquarters in Maia (Portugal), and many more.
424 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 34 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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Arquitectura Viva 244 Ecosistemas.zip Spain's Next Generation
Avisa Madrid
ISBN 02141256
$ 22.8* -- Idea Code 22381
The generation born since 1986, the year Spain joined the European Union, marks a turning point in
Spanish architecture. They started architecture school during years of plenty, only to soon find
themselves challenged by the sombre reality of recession. Now, these young architects are dealing
with a pandemic that has eroded all hope of stability. For ‘Ecosistemas.zip’, four curators examined
the work processes of architects under 35 years old to define the professional ecosystem in which
they operate. A selection from among the 300 practices in the exhibition’s database features in this
issue, along with special projects that illustrate the country’s young architectural scene.
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Nikola Dobrovi?: The Shifting Modes of Critical Practice in Architecture
The Architecture Observer Amsterdam 2013-12-01
ISBN 9789081920773
$ 27.9* -- Idea Code 22465
author: Marija Milinkovi?
Nikola Dobrovi?, the Serbian architect and urban planner, is generally considered to be
Yugoslavia’s most important modern architect, having significantly contributed to the nation’s postwar identity. Recognised among the European intellectual avant-garde, he was a pioneer among
Yugoslavian architects in resisting the influence of tradition. Dobrovi? is best known for his Federal
Ministry of Defence building in Belgrade, bombed by NATO in 1999, and enjoyed a prolific career in
cities like Prague, Dubrovnik and Belgrade. Dobrovi?’s life, career and achievements, not to
mention a rich and complex body of work that resists simple categorisation, are documented in full.
248 p, ills bw, 15 x 20 cm, pb, English
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Log 54 Winter/Spring 2022: Coauthoring
Anyone Corporation New York 2022-06-10
ISBN 9781736500729
$ 23.7* -- Idea Code 22377
author: Cynthia Davidson, ed
With the addition of the prefix “co-”, the word authoring is expanded beyond the idea of the singular
writer to a multiplicity that includes both people and things. In this issue, guest edited by Ana Milja?ki
and Ann Lui, coauthoring functions as both noun and verb. In architecture, authorship is an
uncommon term, and yet books and mass media have created the idea of an architectural author
that is singular and does not reflect the teams of people and things that produce buildings.
Architecture may always have been a collaborative project, but as this issue shows, the introduction
of coauthoring into the terminology of design discourse refers to more than individual credit for a
project.
176 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Scape Volume #18 Landscape Architecture Urbanism
Blauwdruk Wageningen 2022-08-01
ISBN 9789492474568
$ 27.35* -- Idea Code 22468
Marc Wilson’s images of World War II defence structures inspire thinking about how we deal with
these scars in the landscape. Should they be left to the elements and become ruins? Or are they
useable for new functions? In the Netherlands, designers are turning similar objects into
extraordinary places. The global pandemic has been a time of experimentation as we tried to
navigate altered cities. How might a period of upheaval help us rethink the future trends of urban
development? Plus, a portrait of the female-led and ecologically focused Finnish office Nomaji,
street art in Madrid as sociocultural intervention, the importance of rural places for urban renewal,
and more.
176 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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AV Monographs 243-244: Spain 2022
Avisa Madrid 2022-07-01
ISBN 9788412520231
$ 76.15* -- Idea Code 22461
After the traumatic experience of the previous year, 2021 was the year of overcoming the pandemic
and of preparing for a long-awaited return to normalcy. The AV Monographs Yearbook goes over
the most important events of the period, gathering twenty-four buildings that represent the best
architecture constructed in Spain. Aside from a few large-scale works, like the Córdoba Library by
Paredes Pedrosa or the Celta FC Sports City by Irisarri Piñera, the selection clearly reflects how the
climate crisis has become a top priority for architects, especially the younger ones, who choose
sustainable materials like wood, used in the apartments by Peris Toral and by Bosch Capdeferro, in
the fire station by Josep Ferrando, or in the small social pavilion by Behark.
ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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The design of Tactics. Critical Practices Transforming Public Spaces.
Dpr-barcelona Barcelona 2022-05-16
ISBN 9788412494204
$ 20.5* -- Idea Code 22457
author: Francesca Gotti; Jacopo Leveratto; Cristina F. Colombo eds.
This publication explores the significance of encounters between people and culture in public
spaces, points of encounter where they may take place, and counterpoints which may be contained,
silenced, or expressed within them. It presents the process and initial outcomes of a three-year
investigation into the design of tactical interventions, actions, strategies, and other experiences for
revitalising and enhancing the quality of marginal and neglected public spaces in today’s European
cities. Public spaces are where many of the contests and negotiations over culture and integration
are taking place, whether through participatory activities, activism, or the appropriation in and of
these spaces.
194 p, ills colour & bw, 15 x 21 cm, pb, English
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The Future is a Journey to the Past. Ten Stories About Architecture
Quodlibet Rome 2022-04-06
ISBN 9788822908247
$ 16.75* -- Idea Code 22464
author: Mario Cucinella
After decades spent sensitizing his own field of work to themes concerning people’s respect for
nature, Mario Cucinella has collected his memories of ten journeys to cities and other places. Each
one of them provided him with food for thought that was neither exotic nor “stylistic,” but rather
pragmatically environmental, and helped him to reflect on the rational exploitation of available
energy resources – a common practice in the vernacular traditions of every culture, from Iran to
China, and from Maghreb to Ireland. These ten stories about architecture project us forward.
128 p, ills bw, 12 x 18 cm, pb, English
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AV Proyectos 111: TEd’A arquitectes
Avisa Madrid 2022-07-05
ISBN 1697493X
$ 13.85* -- Idea Code 22403
'AV Proyectos 111' dedicates its dossier to TEd’A arquitectes, the Palma de Mallorca-based studio
led by Irene Pérez and Jaume Mayol, whose projects reinterpret traditional building techniques. The
ensuing chapter covers the competitions to design the Joint Research Centre in Sevilla, with BIG’s
winning project as well as the second and third prizes. Also included six examples of interventions
on heritage in Spain, which avoid altering the relationship between the remains and their
environment. The construction section features the sports park designed by MAD Architects in
Quzhou, where the stadium, the first element to be completed, is gradually unveiled as a light
floating structure from the different paths that lead to the venue.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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Architecture and Technology: Future of Cities
Norman Foster Foundation Madrid 2022-01-03
ISBN 9788494717932
$ 50.75* -- Idea Code 22454
‘Architecture and Technology’ is an anthology of selected lectures from the Norman Foster
Foundation education programme of workshops, seminars, and public debates which bring together
mentors to engage with students, architects, artists, designers, and experts from around the world.
One of the prime objectives of this programme is to prepare younger generations to anticipate the
future, and a common thread is the role cities around the globe will play in that future. Following the
setbacks and lessons of the global pandemic, the question is not whether cities will survive, but how
they will move forward and change. This is our chance to strive for something better.
608 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 23 cm, pb, English
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Designs and Concepts 2017-2021
Norman Foster Foundation Madrid 2022-01-03
ISBN 9788494717949
$ 32.3* -- Idea Code 22455
Because the Norman Foster Foundation is in the unique position of being able to link its mission and
educational programme to the execution of live projects by an in-house design team, it can develop
conceptual and experimental projects on a wide range of scales and in multiple locations around the
world. This volume presents fourteen of these endeavours, ranging from designing objects like the
Cosmos Table and the travelling art installation Our Blood, to landscape interventions like Foster
Retreat and The Grasshopper, as well as to enhancing cultural activities using modular structures at
Waddesdon Manor Estate in England or even restoring the open-air Teatro Verde in Venice.
104 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 23 cm, pb, English
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Urban Commons Handbook
Dpr-barcelona Barcelona 2022-05-04
ISBN 9788412494211
$ 17.05* -- Idea Code 22460
author: Urban Commons Research Collective eds.
Cities have always been a critical space of experimentation. The urban commons transform cities
around the globe through projects and practices that challenge capitalist accumulation, extraction,
and enclosure. Together, they give shape to a political proposal that requires the invention of new
kinds of institutions, spaces, and actors responsible for their production and reproduction. The
Urban Commons Research Collective offers this handbook – a compilation of definitions,
experiences, and references – as a way to address some of the questions that arise when thinking
about the urban commons as open organisational systems for collective management.
218 p, ills colour & bw, 15 x 21 cm, pb, English
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Bauhaus X IKEA: Legacies of Modernism
Uro Publications Melbourne 2022-05-02
ISBN 9781922601209
$ 36.8* -- Idea Code 22448
author: T. Brejzek; L. Wallen; R. Hinkel eds.
The Bauhaus and IKEA are two of the most prominent 20th-century design icons. This book
examines the far-reaching influence of the short-lived but pioneering art school, a crucible for much
of what came to be known as modernist design, and the massive furniture company, launched just
ten years after the Bauhaus closed. The mass manufacturing techniques the Bauhaus imagined
would transform daily life for the better became the theoretical and functional foundation for IKEA.
Through a selection of essays and images, ‘Bauhaus X IKEA’ traces the profound but not always
benign influence of these global design icons across history, politics, pedagogy, art, and society.
136 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 30 cm, pb, English
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Art and Solidarity Reader - Radical Actions, Politics and Friendships
Valiz / Oca Amsterdam 2021-06-01
ISBN 9789493246027
$ 32* -- Idea Code 22481
author: K. Garcia-Anton ; Oca Norway Eds.
Solidarity has re-entered the global zeitgeist with resounding force in the last decade, driving new
thinking to counter the systemic failures and abuses of our society. The 'Art and Solidarity Reader'
considers the agency artists, collectives, and art institutions have in building the radical visions of
care and solidarity needed to transform the conditions of our collective existence. Presenting new
and historical material the 'Reader' narrates various micro-histories of artistic solidarity globally from
the 1970s to today, in relation to the multiple crises of migration, neo-colonialism, rising
radicalisation, class divisions, new technology, and the environment.
400 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Archivio 07: The Seventies Issue
Archivio Magazine Rome 2022-07-01
ISBN 25331043
$ 16.8* -- Idea Code 22401
Between the desire for change and deep tensions, utopian impulses and oblique gazes, the 1970s
were full of surprises. ‘Archivio’ continues its journey backwards through the 20th century with
numerous anecdotes and insights into this tumultuous decade. It features a conversation with
Academy Award-winning production designer Dante Ferretti, a letter written by Michele De Lucchi
about his younger years as a radical architect, a transcribed television documentary by Loredana
Rotondo, a reflection on his years as an activist-photographer by Mimmo Jodice, an archival tour of
beauty and product photographer Franco Bottino, a conversation with Alan Bishop, and more.
176 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 26 cm, pb, Italian/English
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Charlott Markus - Some Things Bleak
Fw: Books Amsterdam 2022-06-16
ISBN 9789083165875
$ 44.6* -- Idea Code 22451
author: Sophia Seawell
'Some Things Bleak', a publication about seeing versus not seeing, about gender, class and climate,
a work about representation and reproduction. In short, a vehicle for perception and togetherness.
After leaving an artist in residence in Japan spring 2019 and being back in Amsterdam Markus felt
the need for silence and contemplation. Intuitively she built a studio setting in the forest and a
photographic process began. It started with a found tarpaulin; the same kind of blue tarp that is a
common sight in Japan and if one looks closer most often a shelter for someone homeless appears.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 34 cm, hb, English
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Javier Pérez - Presence Absence
Ludion Brussels 2022-06-01
ISBN 9789493039742
$ 55.65* -- Idea Code 22482
author: K. De Nève; A. de la Torre
Javier Pérez (Bilbao, 1968) is one of the best-known Spanish artists of his generation. His
international breakthrough came in 1996 with his first solo exhibition at Galerie Chantal Crousel in
Paris, followed a year later by his first museum exhibition at the Musée d’Art Moderne et
Contemporain in Strasbourg. Pérez examines humankind through a visual language replete with
intense metaphors and symbolism. His work reveals how tenuous the dividing line can be between
apparent opposites such as nature and culture, inside and outside, life and death.
268 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 29 cm, hb, Spanish/English
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Josée Pedneault - Contre-jour
Free Pony Press Amsterdam 2022-09-01
ISBN 9789083227412
$ 37.9* -- Idea Code 22456
author: Safia Belmenouar
Contre-jour emerges from a photographic experiment carried out in Japan where artist Josée
Pedneault created a visual calendar materializing the duration of her trip. Seventy-five photograms
exposed daily to the sun are combined with a series of nighttime photographs of cherry blossoms.
Contre-jour captures the light of day through the continuous movement of the Earth on itself and
around the Sun. Through opposites and contrasts, the book-object offers in every detail of its
structure a meditation on time and a contemplation on the cyclical measures that punctuate our
lives. An essay by Safia Belmenouar accompanies the publication.
200 p, ills colour, 15 x 23 cm, pb, French/English
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Marijke van Warmerdam - Then, Now and Then
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-08-22
ISBN 9789464460247
$ 27.9* -- Idea Code 22483
author: Dominic van den Boogerd
‘Then, Now, and Then’ consists of 16 films that Marijke van Warmerdam made during her stay in
Rome in 2017 and subsequent visits to the city. All the films are loops, and most last no longer than
a few minutes. They portray life on the street as the artist takes us on a walk through the city.
Distance and proximity, visibility and invisibility, movement and rotation alternate as the films show
how the dynamism of the Baroque lives on in today’s Rome. With her keen eye for abstract image
qualities, Van Warmerdam celebrates the hidden order of chance that makes street life so colourful
throughout the centuries. This collection of stills and summaries brings the films to life.
32 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 29 cm, pb, English
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Mousse Magazine - Issue 80 | Summer 2022
Mousse Milan 2022-07-01
ISBN 9772035256103
$ 16.75* -- Idea Code 22479
author: Various
Established in Milan in 2006, ‘Mousse’ traces the currents of contemporary culture through feature
articles, interviews, and conversations among the most vivid voices in international criticism, along
with emerging talents and key figures in the cultural debate. In this issue, an essay from Elvia Wilk’s
new book ‘Death by Landscape’; a fictional piece by Lucy Ives; a dialogue between Cory
Archangel, Jordan Wolfson, and Bart van der Heide on the late Michel Majerus; Saodat Ismailova
talks with Andrea Lissoni; features on artists Niklas Taleb, Daniela Ortiz, and Qualeasha Wood;
Melanie Bühler’s thoughts on vibe; Ufuoma Essi and Rhea Dillon reflect on the diaspora; and much
more.
264 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, Italian/English
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Only the lull I like. A diary of the common.
Dpr-barcelona Barcelona 2022-05-04
ISBN 9788412252996
$ 17.05* -- Idea Code 22459
author: Carlos Lanuza
‘Only the lull I like: A diary of the common’ is a story, fictional or real (or both) that takes place in
1920s Barcelona, where the Barrio Chino was known as a neighbourhood for the immigrant and the
rejected. Located within it, however, was a brothel named Madame Petit that became a sort of
melting pot where all layers of society met: the poor, the rich, the queers, and the thieves. When
trespassing the moral threshold of this place, a new world would emerge. Winner of the dprbarcelona writing grant 2021 for Future Architecture, the story was authored by architect, writer, and
researcher Carlos Lanuza, whose interests straddle the crossroads of building, art, and the social
milieu.
112 p, ills colour & bw, 13 x 20 cm, pb, English
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Fieldguides for a Preternaturalist 3
K. Verlag Berlin 2022-08-01
ISBN 9783947858415
$ 12.25* -- Idea Code 22473
author: Joshua Cohen; Johanna Lot
‘Fieldguides for a Preternaturalist’ is a series of small chapbooks designed to bring collaborators,
audiences, and readers together as part of the project ‘Nothing of Importance Occurred:
Recuperating a Herball for a 17th-Century Enslaved Angolan Midwife at the Cape’, initiated by
South African artist Wendy Morris. Through speculative investigations of plants-as-archive and
storytelling-as-method, the project focuses on retrieving a library of botanical-medicinal knowledge
that perhaps informed Morris’s enslaved ancestor. The ‘Fieldguides’ invite collaborators to shed
light on this from multiple angles. Joshua Cohen and Johanna Lot are the guest contributors of the
third edition.
44 p, ills colour & bw, 11 x 17 cm, pb, German/English
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MacGuffin 11: The Chain
Macguffin Amsterdam 2022-08-01
ISBN 24058203
$ 22.3* -- Idea Code 22446
From charms and chokers to shackles and fetters, 'MacGuffin 11' explores the many manifestations
of that most contradictory of objects: ‘The Chain’. Worn with love since time immemorial, it is also
the ultimate symbol of slavery and suffering. Linking together royals and rappers, provocative punks
and crashed cars, cycling skirts and classic scarfs, caged wrestlers and medieval warriors,
hyperlinks and haunted houses, Baltic protestors and Cuban revolutionaries, 'The Chain' features
Inigo Laguda, Jacqueline de Jong, Harris Blondman, Scheltens & Abbenes, Olivia Ahmad, Rab
Messina, Kai Lobjakas, and many more.
192 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 27 cm, pb, English
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Xiaoxiao Xu - Shooting the Tiger
The Eriskay Connection Breda 2022-05-01
ISBN 9789492051783
$ 35.7* -- Idea Code 22480
author: Maria-Caterina Bellinetti
Discover the traditional festival known as Shèhuo, which takes place in Northwest China. Through
theatrical performances, songs, and acrobatics, farmers invoke blessings for an abundant and
fruitful harvest in the coming season. In a world where the connection between people and the soil
has become frail, this book celebrates an aspect of Chinese culture that seems to be disappearing,
but might instead be evolving. It follows Xiaoxiao Xu on her journey into the colourful world of
Shèhuo as she travels from village to village, is welcomed into homes, and experiences
preparations for the events. Xu shows that there is still comfort in traditions, even when they are not
ours.
96 p, ills colour, 23 x 33 cm, pb, English
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Oriane Thomasson - Paradis
The Eriskay Connection Breda 2022-09-01
ISBN 9789492051844
$ 33.45* -- Idea Code 22463
author: Oriane Thomasson
Inspired by the Wunderkammer and its particular notion towards the rare, eclectic and esoteric,
Oriane Thomasson created ‘Paradis’, where science and art, natural and artificial, come together
to produce a new fiction. The collection is a mosaic of photographic work and archival materials,
from images she made during her Asian travels, to botanical and mineralogical illustrations. It
questions the concept of nature and the myths from Western societies that stem from those. A
fictional text woven through the images leads to mysterious and unknown lands. The work is thus an
invitation to rediscover nature’s ability to make us imagine, dream, and build new stories.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 20 x 29 cm, pb, English
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Christiane Büssgen - The Silver Table Book
House Publishing Utrecht 2022-08-01
ISBN 9789083213224
$ 50.2* -- Idea Code 22477
author: Christiane Büssgen
A collection of daily moments. The Silver Table Book contains a selection of 100 pictures of
ingredients taken during the first lock-down in the pandemic of 2020. This is not a cookbook, as
there are no recipes. This is also not the body of work of a photographer, as Christiane doesn’t
define herself as such. Instead the book celebrates the beauty of this unclear in-between, like an
ongoing investigation into the relation between living and capturing life. The Silver Table Book is
about the beauty of the food we eat every day. It is about seeing and celebrating beauty in the most
ordinary.
236 p, ills colour & bw, 14 x 19 cm, pb, English
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Izabela Pluta - Nihilartikel
Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2022-07-20
ISBN 9781922545107
$ 47.7* -- Idea Code 22447
author: Ramona Heinlein; Izabela Pluta
The German term ‘nihilartikel’ describes intentional errors or fictitious entries in reference works
such as dictionaries, encyclopaedias, indexes, and maps, the purpose of which is to identify copies.
For artist Izabela Pluta, the idea that the term itself could be a hoax and that fictional items might
inhabit a volume of perceived knowledge is a way of grappling with concepts of authenticity,
knowledge-making, representation, and the mediation of scientific artefacts through art. Her
pluralistic approach to photography and engagement with specific sites and collected ephemera
seeks to undermine the very nature of such pursuits towards understanding phenomena and natural
forces.
130 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, English
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Jürgen Bergbauer - Le Chiffonnier (The Rag-Picker)
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-08-22
ISBN 9789464460261
$ 44.6* -- Idea Code 22484
Over a period of 11 years, Bergbauer photographically collected "image rags" and "object scraps" at
flea markets in 11 European countries. He was particularly attracted to art reproductions. For a
moment the long-gone aura of "pictures of pictures" seems to be recharged by being unconsciously
staged. In the immediate vicinity of reproduced "masterpieces", almost everything turns into an
equally seductive sensation. For the concept and design of this book, two particular publications
have been inspirational: Le Musée Imaginaire (1947) by André Malraux, and the Xerox Book (1968)
by Seth Siegelaub.
372 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 28 cm, pb, English
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